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004 005LANDFORM / Materialising Sand plays on the 
juxtaposition of the commonplace 
perceptions of sand against its 
brute economics as raw material 
for land reclamation and building. 
The design offers an alternative 
experience and ecology of sand. It 
anchors itself heavily on narratives, 
allegorical structures and 
landscapes as a research framework 
by coordinating the abstract 
concepts of sand stockpiles with our 
lived experience and imagination 
of sand. Shifting away from the 
instrumentalist state to the intimate 
individual, the research takes into 
account the affect in which the 
surreal landscape of sand stockpiles 
generate in people. Weaving facts 
and anecdotes to illustrate how sand 
is being treated, encountered and 
dealt with, these narratives straddle 
between the fictive and the real...
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B-SCROLLS [Progression Drawings]

A-PANELS [Material Matter Drawings]

C-SCROLLS [Situational Drawings]SCRAMBLING SANDS [Film, See Insert A of Volume 1] 15 SPECTACLES IN SQUARE FRAMES [Site Photographs]

BEACH MODEL [1:250]

DUNES MODEL [1:250] ARCHIPELAGO MODEL [1:250]TAMPINES LAND MODEL [1:2500]

NORTHERN COAST LAND MODEL [1:2500]

17 A3 BOUNDED BOOKS [Research Materials and Drafts]SAND TRAY

SAND BOX [7 Thesis Documents]

LANDFORM / PRESENTATION
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“Writing is an act of design;
Oral presentation is a performative 
act - which I need more practice.”

• 

Writing and photography were 
essential parts of the design research 
to articulate and assemble fragments 
and clusters of affect – amorphous 
feelings, fleeting emotions, and 
figments of memories – into 
possible, if also tentative worlds. 
Documenting site observations 
involve a close sensorial observation 
of the place details, which is then 
followed by a recount of these 
engagements through writing. 
As a self-reflective awareness of 
ourselves in place is required, or 
rather a ‘thick’ description . Different 

from a traditional description, it 
involves a certain fabrication in the 
word choices as if one is walking 
down and engaging with the site. 
Fragments of space, impressions, 
material, and direct sensorial 
experiences are documented into 
words as an attempt to penetrate 
architectural meaning to the site, 
inviting people to imagine further, 
which otherwise would not be 
articulated through conventional site 
studies and research. Writing hence 
can articulate the overwhelming 
affect generated by the immersive 
spectacle of the surreal sand piles 
into tangible words. As these texts 
attempt to unpack the complexities 
and politics muted by the state, 
it expresses the atmospheric 
qualities of the sand stockpiles with 
microscopic closeness beyond the 
superlatives .

LANDFORM / DOCUMENTATION



010 011[YY.MM.DD HH:HH] Thesis statement in 35 50 words, 

written twice-daily, & script for final presentation

[18.02.01 22:41] A shooting range, a night cruise, a 

water pump….productive state apparatus….(sites of 

resistance, undercover, subversion, ludic narrative, form 

follows fiction)… situated in the three sand stockpile 

sites in Singapore, covering three programmes… Sand 

as maintenance, leisure, sand as an emotive a tactile 

material…, three uses of sand. What? :(

[18.02.02 13:00] As the world runs out of sand, Singapore 

stockpiles emergency provisions of sand, creating a 

surreal spectacle of sand dunes amidst our environment. 

This counteracts with the tactile and emotive nature in 

our intimate domestic lives. Oscillating between excess 

and scarcity, access and restriction, the intervention on 

the three stockpile sites propose a set of productive state 

apparatus – for state infrastructure and public leisure.

[18.02.02 23:00] Sand is a tactile and emotive material that 

is instrumental to our daily lives, but we are running out 

of it. As Singapore stockpiles sand into spectacular dunes 

sitting in our immediate environments, three specific 

domestic use of sand are examined to question the ongoing 

spatial separation between state’s and people’s treatment 

of sand.

[18.02.03 10:00] A shooting range, a beach cruise, and a 

sand-pit playground. These architecture interventions 

situate beside Singapore’s three sand stockpile sites as 

the world runs out of sand. Three specific domestic use of 

sand are examined and recast sand as a tactile and emotive 

material, instrumental to our daily lives.

[18.02.03 20:00] A shooting range, a beach cruise, and 

a sand dehydration system, these interventions situate 

beside Singapore’s three sand stockpile sites as the world 

runs out of sand. The propositions juxtapose state’s 

treatment of sand against its domestic use as we struggle 

with its excess, access and surrealism.

[18.02.04] ibid

[18.02.04] skipped

[18.02.05] skipped

[18.02.05 20:00] As the world runs out of sand, Singapore 

stockpiles emergency inventories of sand in three sites. 

The intervention situates within these sites as a ridge of 

sand trap, a beach cruise, and a sand separator to recast 

sand as a tactile and emotive matter.

[18.02.06 09:00] As the world runs out of sand, Singapore 

stockpiles emergency inventories of sand in three sites. 

The intervention situates within these sites as a ridge of 

sand trap, a beach cruise, and a sand separator to challenge 

the state’s treatment of sand using hyper-rationalism.

[18.02.06 23:00] Singapore stockpiles emergency 

inventories of sand in three sites as global sand resource 

depletes. The intervention situates within these sites as 

a ridge of sand trap, a beach cruise, and a sand separator 

to challenge the state’s treatment of sand using hyper-

rationalism.

[18.02.07] Singapore stockpiles emergency inventories of 

sand in three sites as global sand resource depletes. The 

intervention situates within these sites as a ridge of sand 

trap, a beach cruise, and a sand separator to challenge the 

state’s treatment of sand using hyper-rationalism.

[18.02.07]  Singapore stockpiles emergency inventories of 

sand in three sites as global sand resource depletes. The 

intervention situates within these sites as a ridge of sand 

trap, a beach cruise, and a sand separator to challenge the 

state’s treatment of sand using hyper-rationalism.

[18.02.08 10:00] Singapore stockpiles emergency 

inventories of sand in three sites as global sand resource 

depletes. The intervention situates beside these stockpiles 

to juxtapose the state’s and people’s treatment of sand 

creating a hyper-realist environment.

[18.02.08 22:00] Singapore stockpiles emergency 

inventories of sand in three sites as global sand resource 

depletes. The intervention situates beside these stockpiles 



012 013to juxtapose the state’s and people’s treatment of sand 

creating a hyper-realist environment.

[18.02.09 09:30] Singapore stockpiles emergency 

inventories of sand in three sites as global sand resource 

depletes. The intervention situates beside these stockpiles 

to juxtapose the state’s and people’s treatment of sand 

creating a hyper-realist environment.

[18.02.09 23:00] Singapore stockpiles emergency 

inventories of sand in three stockpile sites as global sand 

resource depletes. Situating beside our stockpile sites, 

the interventions expose the tension between state’s 

and people’s treatment of sand, creating a hyper-realist 

environment.

[18.02.10 10:00] Singapore stockpiles emergency 

inventories of sand in three sites as global sand resource 

depletes. Situating beside our stockpile sites, the 

interventions expose the tensions between state’s and 

people’s treatment of sand. Through hyper-realistic 

programmes, they negotiate through the uncanny 

spectacle of surreal sand piles as they perform three 

different productive state apparatus – combining state 

infrastructure and public leisure –, which expounds on the 

tactile and emotive ecology of sand.

[18.02.10 16:14] Singapore stockpiles emergency 

inventories of sand in three sites as global sand resource 

depletes. The interventions beside these stockpiles expose 

the tensions between state’s and people’s treatment 

of sand. Performing as three different productive state 

apparatus, it allows an understanding of sand behaviour 

through the direct experience of sand ecology.

[18.02.11 17:47] Sand, an instrumental material 

for nation-building, is running out globally. Situated 

beside Singapore’s three sand stockpile sites, the three 

interventions perform as specific productive state-public 

apparatus that re-examine sand’s materiality and ecology 

that oscillates between national security and the everyday 

domestic – one that is tactile and emotive.

Seletar | Shooting Range: Sand as maintenance and 

protection against flying rounds. The vulnerability 

caused by sand….sand traps and ridge….shooting 

as leisure activity vis a vis shooting as military 

protection

Punggol | Beach Cruise: Sand as hedonistic pleasure. 

The excess and economy of sand as a high-end 

public leisure....beach on a barge, travelling around 

the island at night….sand as a luxurious clubbing 

activity vs sand as expensive scarce resource.

Tampines | Sand as a ….heartland…

[18.02.11 21:45] Sand, an instrumental material for nation-

building, is running out globally. Situated beside Singapore’s 

three sand stockpile sites, the three interventions perform 

as productive state-public apparatus that re-examine sand 

as a tactile material which oscillates between national 

security and the everyday domestic.

[18.02.12] Sand, an instrumental material for nation-

building, is running out globally. Situated beside Singapore’s 

three sand stockpile sites, the three interventions perform 

as productive state-public apparatus that re-examine sand 

as a tactile material which oscillates between national 

security and the everyday domestic.

[18.02.12 20:39] As sand depletes globally, Singapore 

continues to stockpile sand reserves. Situated beside these 

three stockpile sites, each interventions, performing as 

specific productive state-public apparatus, question our 

relationships with sand as they re-examine it as a tactile 

material that oscillates between state-security and the 

everyday-domestic. 

[18.02.13 09:24] Singapore stockpiles sand reserves as 

sand depletes globally. Situated beside our three stockpiles, 

each interventions are productive state-public apparatus 

which involve specific sand uses and ecological relations. 

They recast sand as a tactile material oscillating between 

state-security and the everyday-domestic.

[18.02.14 00:03] As sand depletes globally, the architectural 

interventions situate beside Singapore’s three sand 

reserves. Performing as state-public apparatus, involving 

specific sand use and ecology, they oscillate between state-

security and the everyday-domestic, where sand is recast 

as a tactile material.

[18.02.14 11:55] Situated beside three sand stockpile sites 

in Singapore amidst global scarcity, the thesis recasts sand 

as a tactile material oscillating between state-security 

and the everyday-domestic through three specific public-

state apparatus, designed to unfold our relationships and 

vulnerabilities with sand.

[18.02.15 01:30] skipped

[18.02.15 09:37] Amidst the global sand scarcity, the thesis 

situates beside Singapore’s three sand stockpile where it 

recasts sand as a tactile and emotive material oscillating 

between state-security and the everyday-domestic. 

Through three productive state apparatus juxtaposing 

infrastructure and leisure, design unfolds our relationships 

and vulnerabilities with sand.

Seletar: sand as maintenance & protection – access 

vs containment

Punggol: sand as hedonistic pleasure – excess vs 

scarcity 

Tampines: sand as leisure& pedagogy – hygiene vs 

filth

[18.02.15] Amidst the global sand scarcity, the thesis 

situates beside Singapore’s three sand stockpile where it 

recasts sand as a tactile and emotive material oscillating 

between state-security and the everyday-domestic. 

Through three productive state apparatus juxtaposing 

infrastructure and leisure, design unfolds our relationships 

and vulnerabilities with sand.

[18.02.16 15:55] The thesis situates beside Singapore’s 

three sand stockpile amidst the global sand scarcity. It 

shifts sand’s instrumentalist narrative towards a tactile 

and emotive material for people. Through three state 

apparatus juxtaposing infrastructure and leisure, design 

reveals sand’s muted politics and unfolds our relationships 

and vulnerabilities with it through allegorical imaginations 

of spatial occupation.

[18.02.16 23:30] The thesis situates beside Singapore’s 

three sand stockpile amidst the global sand scarcity. It 

shifts sand’s state narrative towards an affective and 

subjective material for people. Through three state 

apparatus juxtaposing infrastructure and leisure, design 

reveals sand’s muted politics and unfolds our relationships 

and vulnerabilities with it through allegorical imaginations 

of spatial occupation.

[18.02.17] skipped

[18.02.17] skipped

[18.02.18] skipped

[18.02.18] skipped

[18.02.19] skipped

[18.02.19] skipped

[18.02.20] skipped

[18.02.20] skipped

[18.02.21 11:00] Situating beside Singapore’s three sand 

stockpile amidst the global sand scarcity, the thesis shifts 

the narrative of sand towards its tactility and subjective 

everyday use. Through three hyper-pragmatic state 

apparatus juxtaposing infrastructure and leisure, the 

design unfolds our relationships and vulnerabilities with 

sand. 

[18.02.21] skipped

[18.02.22] skipped

18.02.22] skipped

[18.02.23] skipped

[18.02.24 04:43] Situating beside Singapore’s three 

sand stockpile amidst the global sand scarcity, the thesis 

shifts away from the instrumentalist narrative of sand 



014 015towards its tactile and subjective nature. Through three 

hyper-pragmatic state apparatus, the design unfolds our 

relationships and vulnerabilities with sand as we traverse 

through three different sandscapes. 

[18.02.24 04:43] Situating beside Singapore’s three 

sand stockpile amidst the global sand scarcity, the thesis 

shifts away from the instrumentalist narrative of sand 

towards its tactile and subjective nature. Through three 

hyper-pragmatic state apparatus, the design unfolds our 

relationships and vulnerabilities with sand as we traverse 

through three different sandscapes. 

[18.02.25 12;07] Situating beside Singapore’s three 

sand stockpile amidst the global sand scarcity, the thesis 

shifts away from the instrumentalist narrative of sand 

towards its tactile and subjective nature. Through three 

state apparatus, the design unfolds our relationships and 

vulnerabilities with sand as we traverse through three 

different sandscapes morphologies.

[18.03.05 14:01] Gigantic dunes of sand continue to 

pile up, safeguarding Singapore’s physical growth 

amidst global controversy. The thesis shifts away from 

sand’s instrumentalist narrative toward its tactility 

and emotiveness as material matter for Singaporeans. 

Through intimate encounters of sandscape in three hyper-

pragmatic state apparatus beside each stockpile sites, our 

relationships and vulnerabilities with sand unfold.

[18.03.07 01:38] Gigantic dunes of sand continue to pile 

up, safeguarding Singapore’s physical growth amidst 

global controversy. The thesis shifts away from sand’s 

instrumentalist narrative toward its tactility, materiality 

and utility as an emotive material matter for Singaporeans. 

Through intimate encounters of sandscape in three hyper-

pragmatic state apparatus beside each stockpile sites, our 

relationships and vulnerabilities with sand unfold.

[18.03.09 17:55] Gigantic dunes of sand continue to 

pile up as Singapore safeguards her resources amidst 

global controversy. The thesis shifts away from sand’s 

instrumentalist narrative toward its tactility, materiality 

and utility as an emotive material matter for Singaporeans. 

Through intimate encounters of sandscape in three hyper-

pragmatic state apparatus beside each stockpile sites, our 

relationships and vulnerabilities with sand unfold.

[18.03.17 09:57] Gigantic dunes of sand continue to 

pile up as Singapore safeguards her resources amidst 

global scarcity. Shifting away from sand’s instrumentalist 

narrative towards its tactility as an emotive material matter, 

our relationships and vulnerabilities with sand unfold 

through intimate encounters of sandscape morphologies, 

operating as hyper-productive leisure infrastructure vis-à-

vis our three stockpile sites.

[18.03.17 10:27] Gigantic sand dunes continue to pile as 

Singapore safeguards her resources amidst global scarcity. 

Shifting away from sand’s instrumentalist narrative, three 

erratic sandscapes emerge vis-à-vis our three stockpile 

sites as a hyper-productive leisure infrastructure to recast 

sand’s muted politics and its tactility as an emotive material 

matter. Performing further as a morphological catalysis, 

our relationships and vulnerabilities with sand unfold.

- Misunderstood the role sand and architecture. 

sand is not my architecture, sand influences the 

architecture.

[18.03.27 20:10] Gigantic sand dunes continue to pile as 

Singapore safeguards her resources amidst global scarcity. 

Shifting away from sand’s instrumentalist narrative, three 

erratic sandscapes emerge vis-à-vis our three stockpile 

sites as a hyper-productive leisure infrastructure to recast 

sand’s muted politics and its tactility as an emotive material 

matter. Performing further as a morphological catalysis, 

our relationships and vulnerabilities with sand unfold.

[18.04.01 00:00] Gigantic sand dunes continue to pile 

as Singapore safeguards her resources amidst global 

scarcity. Shifting away from sand’s instrumentalist 

narrative, three erratic sandscapes emerge vis-à-vis 

our three stockpile sites as a hyper-productive leisure 

infrastructure to recast sand’s muted politics and its 

tactility as an emotive material matter. Performing 

further as a morphological catalysis, our relationships 

and vulnerabilities with sand unfold.

[18.04.04 05:58] Gigantic sand dunes continue to pile as 

Singapore safeguards her resources amidst global scarcity. 

Shifting away from sand’s instrumentalist narrative, three 

erratic sandscapes emerge vis-à-vis our three stockpile 

sites as a hyper-productive leisure infrastructure to recast 

sand’s muted politics and its tactility as an emotive material 

matter. Performing further as a morphological catalysis, 

our relationships and vulnerabilities with sand unfold.



016 017[18.04.28] Presentation Script

I would like to spend the first minute and half talking about my subject matter, sand. (Point to a heap of sand pile, literally 

– get a sand box). Sand as we know exist from large desert dunes, river beds, to beaches and to small piles like that. It is 

being used for construction, cement, and land reclamation. But after years of over-exploitation, sand as finite resource is 

running out globally.

For Singapore, we need sand, lots of it. It’s the most consumed natural resource after water – as a small island state we 

consume an inane amount of sand for building and infrastructural construction. 25% of our land area is also reclaimed by 

sand. And being the global top sand importer, more than 400 million tons of sand has drifted across our border when we 

depleted our own sand quarries and hills since 1989. And since then, after waves of sand crisis and sand price fluctuations, 

we began to stockpile emergency inventories of sand inland.

[1.5 mins] And this brings me to our three sand stockpile sites in Singapore: Seletar Link, Pulau Punggol Timor, and 

Tampines Avenue 10. Large aggregations of sand dunes emerge. And they create a surreal and desert-like spectacle that 

sits behind protected fences within our immediate spaces. You can experience this as you drive/ cycle along TPE and 

Barley Viaduct. 

These images of the dry and arid landscape exist in our hot and wet climate. Weed thrives on them, and they need to 

be maintained. They are top state security, they are scarce, and they sit inertly and momentously like large hinterland 

objects. This contradicts with our own experience with sand, which operates at a very intimate scale, one that we can 

touch, feel, play with, or get irritated with. (SLOW DOWN) Sand that is tactile, subjective and emotive. 

[3 mins]My thesis, amidst the top-down discussion on the global sand crisis, hence proposes to take a step back and 

relook at sand’s very materiality that is not only instrumental the state, but also encountered with and frolicked in the 

everyday, from garage, to playground, to Zoukouts at Siloso Beach.

Situating beside the three stockpile sites, the design interventions aim to unfold our relationships and vulnerabilities with 

sand. The three stockpile sites sit in very specific contexts and three corresponding treatments of sand are being explored 

– the leaky, the flamboyant, the vast. The design are based on a series of hyper-productive leisure infrastructure, combining 

sand as public leisure and as a utilitarian resource. So 3 erratic landscape emerge: a dune in Seletar, an archipelago off the 

coast of Punggol, and a beach in Tampines.

[4 mins] The sand dunes can be found along TPE in Seletar military area – where our military engineers and EOD team 

trains. The EOD team is responsible to disarm bombs and detonate expired shells safely. Sand is being used as maintenance 

in vehicle garage and as a protection from shrapnel shells. Operating at the heart of Seletar military zone, Super Dunes 

is MINDEF’s second open range and in adjacent, opens up public access to two ranges for shooting sports enthusiasts. 

Like a new landscape dug out of sand, the range exaggerates the use of sand as a soft barrier for shooting sport. In 

return, the enormous scale of the dunes acting as a protective wall must be maintained as it slumps with gravity over 

time. Built on medium-coarse compact sand, the dunes designed on a 50 degrees angle of repose greatly exceeds the 34 

degrees limit due to spatial constraints on site and the programmatic height requirements. Amidst the thrills and risks of 

a shooting range, the wall leaks. Grains of sand slumps from the wall and filters into the funnel underground – exposing 

our vulnerabilities as these large dunes deplete and overwhelm the shooters. By the 6th month, the new landscape 

underground formed from the leaked sand above act as a paintball arena. As sand depletion reaches a dangerous level 

by the 11th month, the range is closed for maintenance – to manicure these sand back into shape. So you should hurry to 

sign up for its membership!

[7 mins]

Moving further up north, we arrive in Pulau Punggol Timor. It hosts not only a stockpile but also Singapore’s aggregate 

terminal managed by BCA where we receive imported sand overseas. To the west of this reclaimed island is a marina 

country club where private yachts are parked. Secluded offshore from Pulau Punggol Timor, a party is about to happen 

behind the enormous piles of sand on the barges. The Super Archipelago is a clubbing experience like no other. Sand 

barge transforms into a temporary utopia of floating island using a series structural kit-of-parts. Mimicking the image of 

fully loaded sand barges observed from afar, these structures house various party programmes and double as a functional 

sand angle retainer. Like a multiplying landscape which permutates differently every day, the sand barges connect to each 

other via bridges and hide away from direct view. Muse yourself to a theatrical ensemble of dance floors, bars, casinos 

and nudist beaches as you explore the various islands and amenities on board. Party through the night with world-class 

DJs on the floating beaches and take on massive sandhills if you dare. From 9 pm to 6 am, Super Archipelago embarks 

on an odyssey around the island of Singapore as you sip on Champagne and experience the immersive sunrise over the 

Singapore Skyline horizon towards the end.

[10 mins]

Going back inland, Tampines stockpile nestles within the Heartland where row and rows of sand trapezoids lie behind 

fences along Bartley Viaduct. Super Beach brings everyone the combination of the best beaches around the world right at 

our doorstep – without travelling to the ends of Singapore. Gazing over the glistening Bedok Reservoir, Tampines Quarry, 

with a 360o infinity edge, one will find another spectacular getaway spot in Singapore – Giving it no seeming end and 

forms a surreal image that overpowers the visceral. Stretch out to sunbathe on a luxurious elevated deck or scrunch your 

toes in the softness of the fine-grained, sparkling sand specially sanitised for your hygiene. Escape into a trove of activities 

on this permanent urban beach for you and your family as blazes of parasols, domes of air-conditioned sand-pits, the 

largest sand slide on the equator, crèches for your children, and beach volleyball courts line up the paradise.

[13 mins] Thank you



018 “You need a little bit of insanity to do 
great things”



020 021LANDFORM / BUILDING



022 023...Each intervention takes advantage 
of existing site contexts and their 
corresponding associative uses of 
sand. They activate the primacy of 
sand’s materiality and sensation 
experienced directly by the body 
to juxtapose the commonplace 
perceptions of sand against its brute 
economics as raw material for land 
reclamation and building – fenced 
up in a static and inert state in 
Singapore’s national stockpiles.



024 025LAND MODEL 01 / SELETAR



026 027LANDFORM / BUILDING [Seletar Shooting Range x Sand Dunes]
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042 043LAND MODEL 01 + 02 / SELETAR + PUNGGOL



044 045LAND MODEL 02 / PUNGGOL



046 047LANDFORM / BUILDING [Punggol Sea Night Club x Sand Barges]
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060 061LAND MODEL 03 / TAMPINES



062 063LANDFORM / BUILDING [Tampines Heartland Beach]



064 065In line with Stan Allen’s approach 
to architectural spaces in Object 
to Field, their relations become 
foreground. They are visualised 
and are central to design process 
which threads at the boundary 
between architectural objects and 
the “field” conditions. This alters 
the relationship between form, 
programme and space whereby the 
design shifts from creating artefacts 
to choreographing multitudinal 
relations in specific conditions. 
Using sand as an active agent, its 
performance and behaviour is 
enacted and catalysed through 
design tactics. These tactics are 
employed to weave the narratives 
of the interventions through the 
tangible material consequence 
and immaterial experience of sand 
operating on both an intimate and 



066 067colossal scale. The affect is generated 
on the architecture users, and they 
would in turn have a responding 
reaction towards the way sand 
behaviour is orchestrated, thus 
exposing the symbiotic relationships 
between people and sand.
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